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About This Game

(The creator of this game is Japan, so we use machine translation for foreign languages. The result of the translation is
"unintentional expression" or "incomprehensible", "some people are uncomfortable" It may be included.

In this case, please calm down and contact me.
I do not want to hurt anyone through this game. )

Japanese topics!
The latest work of the FPS viewpoint horror game series drawn with a quality that does not seem to be a game by high school

students is finally released to Steam!

■ Building full of tricks
It is getting dark inside the building, but you will be noticed by monsters when you turn on the power

Your decision will make a big difference in the future gaming experience ...

■ Monster appearance
Monsters appear suddenly

The appearance pattern is random each time and you can have different fresh gaming experiences

■ Collect items to avoid the crisis!
You can fight monsters

Useful weapons are falling into the building
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Let's kill monsters with weapons!

■ An important story begins
The truth which could not be told in the previous work will be revealed one after another ...

In addition, it is developed on the assumption that the person who has never played the first work can play safely.

■ This is the power of high school students
The high school student who developed the previous work "KENGOHAZARD" is currently developed alone
Based on the experience learned in previous studies, this work has evolved into the ultimate survival horror

In the trial version "KENGOHAZARD 2 Demo", YouTuber shouted for fear
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Title: KENGOHAZARD2
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
K App.
Publisher:
K App.
Release Date: 25 May, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel® Core™ i7-3632QM Processor

Memory: 1200 MB RAM

Graphics: Intel® HD Graphics 4000

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 800 MB available space

Additional Notes: It is possible to play even with a laptop without graphic board

English,Japanese
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A superb webseries showing the baground story of the MK characters.. I’ve played fifteen hours of Morphite and have really
enjoyed it so far. Some people compare it to No Man’s Sky (to the point that Youtube sticks a NMS icon on all Morphite Let’s
Play), and to Metroid.

I can’t say anything about Metroid because I have no clue what it is. Maybe because there’s platforming?

Morphite has a fun, cute and effective main story that’s voice acted. I’m about 35% through the main quest (the game tells you
that). It spans 15 hand-crafted planets, allowing for interesting puzzles. You can’t really rush through the main quest because
your gear will be totally underpowered.

You need money to upgrade your ship, minerals to upgrade your tools and weapons, and scans (plants, minerals, fossils, tech,
animals) to upgrade your suit. A bit like in Zelda games, upgrading your suit and acquiring new tools opens new areas, so take
notes of where you’ve found locked or unreachable things.

There’s no free flight in Morphite. Click on a solar system, click Go, watch the two seconds warp animation and you’re there.
Click on a specific planet or station, click Go, and watch the two seconds landing animation. We live in the future, autopilot
exists.

There are however minigames in the form of space encounters. Sometimes you’ll man a turret to shoot at hostiles, sometimes
you’ll navigate through a ridiculously dense asteroid field, but that’s the closest to flying you’ll get. There’s only one ship but you
can (need to) upgrade it.

There are thousands of procedural planets, which you’ll want to visit for their resources, weird life forms, landscapes, villages,
shops, and (usually silly) side quests. You won’t get a bajillion square miles of perlin height maps. Instead you’ll visit a couple of
caves, fight in a tiny but dense forest, jump over one toxic river, find your way to the top of one platformingly nasty rock, etc..
Quality and variety before quantity. I’ve landed on 50 planets and I’m still discovering new things (first lava river last night!).

Oh, and there’s no inventory! Well, you do carry tools, weapons, scans, minerals, quest items, but they all show in their own list
and stack infinitely. No weight, no slots, no encumbrance.

I haven’t finished the game so maybe I’ll get bored, maybe the end will suck, maybe I’ll encounter a game-breaking bug. I’ll
write an update if that happens.

===== UPDATE =====

I've finished the game. My recommendation is a bit more tepid, now. The second half of the game is visibly less polished than
the first and makes little annoyances more annoying.

* The checkpoint system is supposed to autosave your progress through the main quest, but it's really weirdly done: say you die
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or quit the game between talking to a quest giver and finishing a quest. Next time you load, the quest giver will still deliver their
dialog as if you never started the quest, but they won't give you the item you need. The item isn't in your inventory or on the
floor where you died either; in fact it's been magically teleported to where you were supposed to bring it. This is utterly
confusing and caused me to believe I had been struck by a game-breaking bugs.

* You're going to see through walls, walk through missing colliders and fall through the level. It reminded me of Daggerfall.

So I consider this game as a very good Beta. It's fun, it's feature-complete, but it needs a few bug fixes and a layer of polish to
avoid useless confusion.. I once played realMyst on my Mac because of compatibility issues; let me tell you, discovering that the
original game, with the original and genuinely creepy graphics as opposed to the Halloween-store-style "improved" graphics,
was available for my beloved Mac, absolutely thrilled me. It is TOTALLY worth the price to see the game - especially the
Mechanical Age, and ESPECIALLY especially the skeleton (you know the one) - the way it's meant to be, instead of paying
more than twice as much for a vastly inferior experience. But be careful! Don't make my mistake of blaming the game or a bug
if you can't progress! I posted a review assuming I'd encountered a bug (one, granted, that I thought I'd seen referenced
somewhere) regarding the staircase in the Channelwood Age; I was mistaken. Remember that every area of the game exists for a
reason, and every area of the game is a puzzle.

I will concede that Myst has dated quite a bit since the 90's, but if you let yourself get immersed, it is a beautiful, highly creepy
puzzle box that is very much worth your time. Its effect on me has sorely diminished since I was 4, but at the height of
immersion, it's like being in a nightmare - not a nightmare where things are chasing you, but specifically a nightmare where
things AREN'T chasing you, where there's no actual threat but the looming sense of dread weighing down on you is more real
than any monster could ever be. Seeing it in its original glory instead of so-called 'realMyst' is worth any price, and no matter
how familiar I become with it, I will always adore this game.. Poor, because it lacks the ability to set sensitivities for the
controller.. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4XQUhVWtJMw

Great game to invite your friends over for some fun bants, while ruining peoples lives while they just trying to live their day to
day in the city or enjoying a lovely holiday by the pool! 6 out of 10, we will definitely be playing again.

- Big Fams Gaming. Jde to :DDD. Extremely awesome game, more than Pharaoh, more than any ancient citybuilder you ever
saw. This is must-have for every fan of ancient Egypt :)
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Very Good Tower Defense. The learning curve on this game is steep. I'm a huge fan of survival squad based rpg games so this
game is right in my wheelhouse, if it were turn based it could potentially be the best thing ever. So far there's a lot of places you
can visit and various bits of armour and equipment that you can make. Though the screenshots don't look like the game, which
is odd, the interface is different as are the characters. There's only a few characters to choose from and each one has a special
ability, but it's quite easy to recruit characters which makes the characters not feel as important.

I didn't notice much in the way of bugs other than characters not running when others would and sometimes when trying to
move the camera around it wouldn't let you do it.

The emphasis in the early part of the game is melee combat, which is fine, but most of your human opponents have guns.  If you
can get the jump on them by hiding around a corner or behind a door when they come charging at you it's easy to use three guys
with melee weapons to gang up on them and wipe them out. Two maps are particularly good for this while other ones are harder
because there's less cover and it's easier for the enemy to snipe you. The real danger comes from facing multiple melee based
enemies.  Day 7 kept wiping me out with a horde of zombies with spiked bats even using the door as a chokepoint they still
manage to get 4 in the doorway and wipe out my three guys. Long range weapons may fix that, but I hadn't made them yet while
trying to do everything else to keep my team alive. Zombies with weapons is just mean man.

An easy setting would help along with multiple save spots and an autosave at each dawn. I can make a long laundry list of
features that could be added, feel free to contact me developers :)

Though I kept dying, I do like a game that has a challenge to it. It's almost alarming how similar it is to This War of Mine, like
it's an isometric version but with zombies and a more developed combat system. It works though. Hopefully updates will address
balancing a little and it could be an engaging time suck of a game.. Ping Pong Waves is much, much better. The physics of this
game are terrible, no haptic feedback, it's a cheap gimmick.. Decided to try this game out before I went to bed at 11pm, about
10 minutes into my first game, I looked at the clock and it was 6am. Weird. 10\/10

Edit: I am requesting more music with each new map. Thanks.. Before you read on, I want to warn you that this revieuw is quite
rambly.

When I got an email from chioce of games notifying me that there was a new game, I immidiatly bought it.
I always love these games and this one was definitely not an exeption.
I even thing this one was one of the better ones I've played.

First of, I think the society you find yourself in in this game is very interesing. From the start you have a clear picture of what is
going on. The society is comepletely centered around the gryphons. This gives every action surrounding them feel important.

Your own gryphon is very adorable and greatly written. It felt like it was a real creature.

I also loved all the characters in the game. The realtionships you form with them feel natural and not forced at all. They all have
their own opnions that they stand by and will defend.
They all have very unique names, but they all have a certain feel to them making the society even more believable.

What I found very interesting is that some characters were neither male nor female and had ze/zir pronouns.
I had never seen them used before and had to warm up to them a little. They felt aliën and not very appropriate to the fantasy
setting. After palying for a while this went away though. It actually says a lot about this society, that these kinds of things are
accepted by all. It made me want to learn even more about it.

The choises in the game all seem to make a difference. I found this game a lot more difficult than other choice of games games
I've played. I watched the stat changes closesly, and many times the chages that happened were unforseen by me. They weren't
bad though! When I thought about them afterwards I could see why that stat changed.

I loved basically everything about this game. I would definitely reccomend to anyone who like these kinds of choice based
games.. Don't be fooled by the simplistic design. This game is an amazing third person shooter where you, a square, must dodge,
shoot and run from various enemies on a grid. In versus mode, you must use your bullets to eliminate the other player whilst
changing the tiles on the board for you to walk across, whilst your enemy will do the same and may attempt to trap you by
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closing you in from the sides. As well as this, there is an arcade mode against bots (Which can also be played in a cooperative
mode with your friends) where you have to survive waves of red square enemies and bot versions of the other players in versus
whilst once again making paths to cross and trying not to get trapped on a path. (P.S: I think there are more enemies, it's just I
haven't got to that stage yet xD). Arcade mode ends when both players lose all their lives in cooperative or when you lose all
your lives in singleplayer.

This game is brilliant but needs more players :)

I'd definitely recommend this game, but people may mistake the simplistic design with the price. Maybe the dev could boost the
players with a sale of some sorts and more gamers would see that not all simplistic games "aren't fun" because fun games don't
have to have AAA graphics. As long as it fits it's design well and has good gameplay, I'd call it a good game.

Overall: 10/10. good graphics amazing textures, low graphics look like ultra on skyrim no glkitches and vioce akcting is great

 help my children have been captured. Absolute Garbage Game waste of 11gb download and my time
Garbage graphics
Poor Game engine
Constanlty Crashes
Bad menues
Over all i would give it a big fat zero
. Like Montaro or Salty Fish Go, Meow Go is a great addition to your lewd endless runner games. Overall I feel like it's the most
fair of the others. I... ugh, I do recommend it. Please help.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/whJj9Th994U
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